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the eruption in the well of eternity created a force of immense magnitude. the chaotic eruption ripped open the earth, spewing forth underground magma in all directions. in the ensuing chaos, the whole earth tremors, the seas flood the land in all directions and the clouds suspend above the land. this
devastating and deadly event in the earth is known as the great sundering. the turmoil in the land catapults the draenai empire into an upheaval that will shake its foundation to the core. the wide open lands form great plains and vast deserts. the creatures of the wild roam without fear of man and

stranger to man remains unseen. the united kingdoms are left to the merciless onslaught of the great orc horde. no tree or sound is left untouched by the violent destruction. the savage orcs are relentless and would never stop their attack on the smaller, isolated kingdoms. most of the peoples defeated by
the hordes scattered across the lands of azeroth. the living dead that corrupted half of the human population fester in the dark corners of the lowlands. the great orc hordes bring fear to the united kingdoms as they threaten to capture the fortresses and control the country. the alliance races pledge
themselves to battle the horde, but will they be able to defeat the savage horde? for a long time, the highborne was a staple in the warcraft universe. it was a massive class that included types such as mages, warriors, and hunters. the highborn were powerful mages who controlled the elements and

magic. in warcraft iii, the highborn is split into 2 types. highmarshals and highwizards. highmarshals are extremely powerful wizards and serve as the heads of the highborne race. the wizards were described as the "masters of magic". they had a powerful selection of spells that could be effective against
everything from giants to undead. they also served as scouts, ambassadors, and military generals. highmarshals also ran the dwarven kingdom of ironforge as a conglomeration of lowlanders and dwarves. the highwizards controlled the schools of magic and the arcane academies in ironforge and were

deeply respected by dwarves.
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Blizzard Entertainment is providing a free digital download code of
Warcraft III: ReForged for the World of Warcraft account holders

who owned Warcraft III and Warcraft III: ReForged for any of
Blizzard Entertainment’s previous games (including StarCraft,

Broodwar, Diablo, Diablo II and Warcraft III: Reign of Chaos). The in-
game code will be provided through the account’s Battle.net

portal. World of Warcraft accounts that were purchased or acquired
through other means, such as physical media, will not be eligible

for a free download code. Warcraft III: Reign of Chaos was released
in 2004. In the single-player mode, players assume the role of one

of five races as they take part in the third Warcraft campaign.
Three playable races: Humans, Undead and Night Elfs, are in the

game. The Undead have their own storyline. The human race
occupies the primary role of fighting against the forces of the dark
forces of the Burning Legion, undead and night elves. The human
race has the advantage of being able to field a variety of units and

vehicles. Both humans and undead have a strong emphasis on
buffs and support units, unlike the Night Elves. The Night Elfs have
a distinct ability to work together with each other as a team. They
have a strong emphasis on defense and fighting in close combat.
The Night Elfs are the only race to have their own customizable

Garrison, a base that provides the players with weapons, potions,
food and other necessities. The enemies in the game are tough. If
the player loses their base, they will have no choice but to retreat
to the nearest city. The side of the human and undead alliance are

the good guys in the game. 5ec8ef588b
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